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Feedback 
Fundamentals

Hello!
My name is Pierce.
Programme Coordinator at CLAIR
Former ALT for 3 years in Tokyo
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I’ve been graded, rated, and 
ranked. Coached, screened, and 
scored. I’ve been picked first, 

picked last, and not picked at all. 
And that was just kindergarten.
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- “Thanks for the Feedback”
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Questions for today

✘ What is feedback and why is it important?
✘ How do we deliver a message so that people 

accept it and make changes?
✘ How do we accept feedback that we are 

offered?
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Why Feedback?
What is feedback? Is it important? Why?
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How we learn about 
ourselves from our 
experiences and from 
others—how we learn 
from life.

Feedback includes any information you 
get about yourself.

Takes many forms
- Performance review

- Post-lesson chat with 
team teacher

- Feedback about a 
lesson plan or activity 
idea you came up with

6
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Feedback is ubiquitous

It’s…
…the way your 
students’ eyes 
light up when 
they finally get 
the right answer

It’s…
...the same 
student coming 
to you for advice 
and help with 
schoolwork

It’s…
…your bad knee 
trying to remind 
you why it was a 
terrible idea to 
join the relay race 
on Sports Day
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Why is this so 
conflicting?

Is learning about ourselves really 
worth the pain?

- We all want to learn 
and improve, but we 
also want to be loved, 
accepted, and 
respected just as we 
are

- The very “fact” of 
feedback suggests 
that how we are is not 
quite okay
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Do we really need 
feedback?

Is learning about ourselves really 
worth the pain?

- Not giving feedback 
will cause untold 
problems and hurt the 
system in which 
everyone operates

- Poor handling of 
feedback (by giver or 
receiver) can damage 
trust, relationships, 
and motivation

9
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Giving Feedback

- Private

- Balanced

- Relevant

- Specific

- Documented

- Impersonal
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Feedback should be private

✘ Public shaming or praising may be effective, 
but put yourself in their shoes.

✘ Keep it private, especially if potentially negative 
or embarrassing

✘ Even for positive feedback, some may not 
appreciate the extra attention
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Feedback should be balanced

✘ Ensure that the receiver does not feel attacked 
– do not suggest that everything is negative

✘ Consider leading with positive feedback, but be 
wary of the pitfalls of the “feedback sandwich”

✘ Use structure and be sincere in order to 
increase the chance they will trust and 
ultimately accept your feedback

12
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Feedback should be relevant

✘ Stay focused on things that are related and 
that the receiver actually has control over
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Feedback should be specific

✘ Avoid general statements:
✘ “You seem unmotivated.”
✘ “Your lesson plan is confusing and too 

difficult.”
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Feedback should be documented

✘ Base your comments on documentation, facts 
and your own observation – do not rely on 
hearsay from others

15
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Feedback should be impersonal

✘ Separate the person from the action
✘ Focus on the behaviour that is unsatisfactory; 

do not cast judgments or attack the person
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Giving Feedback - Recap

Private
Feedback should be given in 
private, especially if it might 
be negative or embarrassing. 
Even positive feedback may 
attract undesired attention.

Balanced
Design feedback such that 
the receiver does not feel 
attacked. Start with a positive 
comment, and remember to 
use structure and be sincere.

Relevant
Stay focused on things that 
are related and that the 
receiver actually has control 
over.
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Specific
Avoid general statements like 
“You seem unmotivated.” Be 
specific: “You arrived late to 
work two times last week, 
you have not shaved, and you 
did not attend any of the 
department meetings.”

Documented
Base your comments on 
documentation, facts, and 
your own observation rather 
than what others have told 
you, or what you’ve 
overheard.

Impersonal
Describe behaviour that is 
unsatisfactory rather than 
judge a person because of it. 
Give feedback on actions 
instead of making it a 
personal attack on the 
individual.

Delivering your message

✘ Focus on just one thing
✘ Model your desired behaviour
✘ Be genuine and be yourself

18
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PULL BEATS 
PUSH

You are in control of what you do and don’t 
let in, how you make sense of what you’re 
hearing, and whether you choose to change.

Why does pull beat push?
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Why does pull beat push?

✘ The key variable in your growth is you
✘ Don’t wait for the rare, exceptional mentor or 

coach to arrive in your life to finally learn

21
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How to create more pull

✘ Recognise and manage your resistance to 
feedback

✘ Engage in feedback conversations with 
confidence and curiosity

✘ Try to find insight that might help you grow, 
even when feedback seems wrong
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Receiving feedback well

✘ You don’t always have to take feedback, but 
you should actively seek it

✘ Feedback-seeking behaviour is linked with 
higher job satisfaction, more creativity, faster 
adaptation to new roles, and lower turnover

✘ Shutting out or avoiding feedback entirely will 
affect your relationships and your growth
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Three feedback triggers

✘ Truth triggers

✘ Relationship triggers

✘ Identity triggers

24
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Truth triggers

✘ Why do we often feel right when we give
feedback, but when we receive it, it often feels 
wrong?
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Truth triggers

✘ Figure out what kind of feedback you are 
dealing with
- Appreciation
- Coaching
- Evaluation
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Three types of feedback

✘ We need all three types:
- Evaluation to know where we stand
- Coaching to move forward
- Appreciation to feel worthwhile

27
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Avoiding misunderstandings

✘ Problems arise when the receiver wants or 
hears one kind of feedback, but the giver 
actually means another

✘ Align your purposes and separate evaluation 
from coaching and appreciation
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Avoiding misunderstandings

✘ Ask three questions:
- What’s my purpose in giving/receiving this 

feedback?
- Is it the right purpose from my PoV?
- Is it the right purpose from their PoV?

✘ Explicit disagreement is better than implicit 
misunderstanding
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Be sure you understand the feedback

✘ Learn to spot “feedback labels” and look under 
them
- “Be more proactive”
- “Speak up more”
- “Don’t be so selfish”
- “Act your age”
- “You need boundaries”

30
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Feedback labels

✘ “He’s so...”
✘ “She’s too…”
✘ “They always…”
✘ “My coworker is so un-…”
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Feedback labels

✘ Labels come from trying to describe the 
“movie” you have of a person in just a few 
vague words
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Spotting feedback labels

✘ Most feedback givers are not very skilled, so 
the receiver must work to understand
- Once you spot a label, try not to fill in your 

own meaning
- The hard part is remembering to look

33
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Look under the label

✘ Be specific
- Where is the feedback coming from?

- What is the difference between the 
giver’s data (observations) and their 
interpretation of that data?

- Where is the feedback going?
- Clarify how to follow their advice
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Data (observations)

✘ Data is anything observed – not just facts and 
figures

✘ Data can be positive, too
✘ Interpreted based on one’s own past 

experiences, values, assumptions, and implicit 
rules about the world
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Spotting feedback labels

✘ Spotting is easy once you start trying
✘ “Be more enthusiastic in class.” == ?

- “Be more playful with students and smile more.”
- “Speak with more volume and energy.”

- “Try harder to come up with activities that will 
engage students and make them less passive.”

- “Be a bit more spontaneous and proactive instead of 
waiting for me to cue you in all the time.”

36
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Shift away from “wrong spotting”

✘ Switch from “wrong spotting” to “difference 
spotting”
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Different data

✘ Why do we interpret feedback differently?
- We all have different data
- We all interpret that data differently
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Different data

✘ Different people inhabiting different bodies
- Different educations and training, different 

sensitivities (care about different things)
✘ Access to data

- Ex.) Your team teacher attends certain 
meetings and has sensitive conversations 
with parents that you might not

39
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Different data

✘ We can only take in so much information
✘ We have biases that affect data collection

- …including biases about ourselves
✘ People seek data that confirm their preexisting 

view of the world and other people
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Differences in interpretation

✘ Implicit rules – how things should be
✘ Not our rules, but the rules
✘ Organisational culture, regional culture, family 

culture = “How we do things around here”
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Blind spots

✘ We all have blind spots because we…
- …can’t see our own behaviour or hear our 

own voices from outside our bodies
- …are unaware of even big patterns of 

behaviour

42
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Blind spots

✘ Blind spots are amplified because…
- …we discount our emotions, while others 

count them double
- …we attribute our failure to the situation, 

while others attribute it to our character
- …we judge ourselves by our intentions, 

while others judge us by our impact on 
them
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The truth is complicated

✘ It’s not about pretending there’s something to 
learn, or saying you think it’s right when you 
think it’s wrong

✘ Recognise that the truth is complicated and 
work hard to understand it
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Relationship triggers

✘ Not the feedback itself, but our relationship 
with the other person - the challenge of “we”

✘ It does matter who is offering us feedback

45
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Disentangle “what” from “who”

✘ Don’t “switch tracks” in the conversation
✘ Feedback givers often offer “tips” hoping the 

other person will change for their benefit
✘ Receivers should ask: “Is this about helping me 

grow and improve, or is this the giver’s way of 
raising an important relationship issue?”
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Key relationship triggers

✘ RTs happen in four steps:
1. Get feedback

2. Experience RT
3. Change topic to how we feel

4. End up talking past each other

✘ Key RT: What we think about the giver
✘ Key RT: How we feel treated by the giver
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What we think about them

✘ Skill or judgment
- How, when, or where they gave feedback

✘ Credibility
- They don’t know what they’re talking about

✘ Trust
- Their motives are suspect

48
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How we feel treated by them

✘ Appreciation
- Do they see our efforts and successes?

✘ Autonomy
- Are we given appropriate space and 

control?
✘ Acceptance

- Do they respect or accept who we are?
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Dealing with relationship triggers

✘ Point at the problem, not at each other
✘ Spot the two topics on the table—the original 

feedback, and the relationship concern
✘ Give each topic its own track
✘ Help givers be clearer about their original 

feedback
- “Is this about helping me grow and improve, or is this the giver’s 

way of raising an important relationship issue that has been 
upsetting them?”
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Identity triggers

✘ Identity is the story we tell ourselves about 
who we are and what the future holds for us
- When we receive critical feedback, that 

story comes under attack
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We are all wired differently

✘ Your wiring—your sensitivity and your ability 
to bounce back—influences how you 
experience feedback

✘ People with a low baseline react less to 
positive feedback and more to negative 
feedback
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…but wiring is only part of the story

✘ Research suggests a “50-40-10” formula for 
happiness
- 50% is wired in and inherited
- 40% is how we interpret and respond to 

what happens to us (we fully control this)
- 10% is based on circumstance

- Where/with whom we live, where/with whom 
we work, state of our health, etc.
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Making the most of that “magic 40”

✘ Know how you typically react and name it in 
the moment

✘ Inoculate yourself against the worst
✘ Contain the feedback

- What is this not about?

54
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Cultivate a growth identity

✘ “Fixed” mindset
- People don’t really change in spite of hard 

work and practice
✘ “Growth” mindset

- Hard work matters; challenge and even 
failure are how we learn and improve
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How do we handle conversations?

✘ Conversations in real life can’t be “scripted”
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“Key frames”

✘ The idea of “key frames”—used in animated 
movies—can be useful for thinking about 
landmark moments in conversations
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The arc of the conversation

✘ Opening
- Clarify purpose

- Is this feedback? What kind is it?
- Who ultimately decides?

● You can disagree and problem solve, 
but you both need to be clear who is 
the decision maker
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The arc of the conversation

✘ Body
- Four skills used to navigate the body:

- Listening
- Asserting
- Managing
- Problem solving
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Listening in a conversation

✘ Listen for…

- Data

- “Can you give me an example?”

- Blind spots

- “What do you see me doing that’s getting in my own 
way?”

- Switchtracks

- “Help me understand your feedback. Then I want to 
talk about how/when/why you’re offering it.”

60
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Listening in a conversation

✘ Listen for…
- Wiring (how far do I swing/recover?)

- “Can you help me get perspective on your 
feedback?”

- Coaching
- “What could I do that would help me improve?”
- “What could I change that would matter most?”
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Asserting in a conversation

✘ Shift from “I’m right” to “Here’s what’s left out”
- Not trying to persuade the giver that you’re right, 

just adding what’s left out—your data, 
interpretations, and feelings

- “That advice is wrong.” vs. “I disagree with that 
advice.”

- “That’s ridiculous. I’m not that kind of person.” vs. 
“That’s upsetting to hear. That’s not how I see 
myself or who I want to be.”
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Managing the conversation

✘ Observe aspects of the process of the 
discussion, not the substance

✘ Can be used to short-circuit a cycle of 
frustration or disagreement; gives both people 
a chance to choose how to go forward
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Problem solving

✘ What are you going to do with this feedback?
✘ Get creative – new possibilities?

- Listen for the interests behind the feedback 
and generate options that address those 
interests
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The arc of the conversation 

✘ Closing
- Figure out what you’ve agreed to and what 

to do next
- If not explicit, can end in disappointment or 

confusion
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Closing conversations

✘ Action plans
- Who does what tomorrow?

✘ Benchmarks and consequences
- How will progress be measured, and when?

✘ Procedural contracts
- When do we talk again, and about what?

✘ New strategies
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A final word

✘ You are the most important person in your own 
learning

✘ You are surrounded by people you can learn 
from
- Watch, ask questions, listen to suggestions

✘ You are a team, but your learning comes down 
to you
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Thank you for listening.
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- Presentation template by SlidesCarnival- Photographs by Unsplash (creative commons)- Excerpts and content from “Thanks for the 
Feedback” by Douglas Stone & Sheila Heen
(2014)

Credits

CLAIR resources
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JET Programme website

(Jetprogramme.org)

Self-evaluation & feedback form

TEFL/TESOL & JLPT Grants

Japanese language courses

High-level ALT Training

GIH

Teaching materials database

CLAIR News


